
Mass Deploy Remote Mac Agents
Deploy a remote agent to a Mac OS endpoint without any 
manual intervention, then preview and search live data 
at that endpoint as usual, before performing a targeted 
collection.

�Investigate�XFS�File�Systems
Parse XFS file systems when investigating and collecting 
from RHEL environments, Investigate abnormal and 
unauthorized activity and processes on a web server  
if it’s hosted in an XFS environment.

 Import Nested Images
Automatically import and expand a nested forensic image 
with image-within-image support.

Mac�Image�Support
Import and parse AFF4 images of a Mac computer  
generated by third-party solutions like MacQuisition®  
by BlackBag™.

Updated�TX1�Image�Support
Import the latest versions of LX01 and E01 images  
created by the Tableau TX1 Forensic Imager.

Extract�EXIF�Data�From�Videos
Pinpoint the device that generated a video. Building  
on the ability to extract EXIF images, you can now  
view all associated EXIF data, including location, make and 
model of the device used to capture the images  
or video.

A CLOSER LOOK AT THE NEW FEATURES

FTK Enterprise 7.3
Expand�your�digital�collection�capabilities�to�every�endpoint
Whether you’re investigating a data breach, employee misconduct, or potential IT policy violation, the ability to collect from every 
endpoint is key. You need to covertly access multiple operating systems and encrypted endpoints, without alerting  
employees or disrupting business operations. And with unprecedented growth in enterprise Mac® adoption, BYOD policies, and 
remote workers, the ability to quickly and covertly collect from macOS devices is more important than ever before. 

Only FTK Enterprise 7.3 supports the mass deployment of remote Mac agents to expand your forensic collection capabilities 
to endpoints running on a macOS operating system, up to MacOS® 10.15 (Catalina). Our integration with Jamf® remote agent 
deployment eliminates the need for manual intervention, allowing the user to covertly preview and search live data at the Mac 
endpoint, before initiating a targeted collection. 

Unlock�your�Full�Collection�Potential�for�deeper�visibility�across�endpoints
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Categorized�Internet�Artifact�Parsing
FTK Enterprise will now group URL search history from  
all browsers in one section, organized by date, time, and 
category (e.g. Adult, Chat, Dark web, News, etc).

Easily�Manage�Mobile�Data
Locate, manage, and filter mobile data more easily with  
a dedicated Mobile Tab in our improved UI, and a new  
Message Application filter to isolate data from messaging apps 
like WhatsApp and Facebook.

Why�FTK�Enterprise?
Only FTK Enterprise 7.3 gives you complete control over your 
Mac collection with the most robust remote agent  
on the market:

 � The Exterro agent can be mass deployed  

to thousands of endpoints at once using Jamf®,  

instead of logging on to one endpoint at a time.

 �  Our agent gains full access to the disk, including all 

volumes and files. Don’t miss collecting any important 

artifacts with other solutions that only use a limited user 

account to acquire the data.

Scale�Up�in�AWS
Many organizations have complex structures for data access 
and storage. FTK Enterprise now features optimized support 
for a Unified Database for Amazon RDS configuration. 
Leverage the power of your forensic environment with the 
ability to host your database in AWS to upload, process, and 
review with unmatched speed and scalability. 

And FTK Enterprise supports forensic examination on a broad 
range of operating systems including Windows®, Linux®, 
Mac®, UNIX®, Android™, iOS® and BlackBerry®.

Save�Time�on�Processing
Cut down on OCR time by up to 30% with the newly  
updated OCR engine in FTK Enterprise 7.3.

 � The Exterro agent runs as a service, as opposed to using a 

logon account. Our agent ensures a secure connection by 

using your organization’s X.509 certificate to protect the 

endpoint from becoming vulnerable.

 � The Exterro agent collects into forensically sound  

evidence file formats, such as AD1, E01, L01, DMG, etc. 

Other solutions collect files into a Zip file, which is not a 

forensically sound container format.

 � Our agent can preview the contents of viewable files 

before you collect them, giving you deep visibility into  

live data directly at the endpoint. Other solutions must 

collect and process the files first, wasting valuable 

response time if your investigation is time or 

cost sensitive.
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